Please note that we, the non-profit organization, are creating a proficiency
evaluation record in regards any responses received on these available
solutions.
To whom it may concern,
Panacea-BOCAF is a non-profit organization which deals in holistic approaches
to environmental issues. Panacea-BOCAF was founded in order to support all
engineers working with applicable alternative and suppressed energy
technologies. Currently a major division has been set up via our website which
deals in alternative and suppressed energy research and development.
Here is an example of TWO technologies, Please help and forward this video
presentation to anybody who can help. This video shows two neglected
technologies - Both which are in critical need of funding and can help stop
global warming, save energy and stop pollution better than any other
technology in the world!
We have over 800 registered volunteer engineers as members, who are
experienced in higher efficient power management research and development.
We also have an online faculty, (www.panaceauniversity.org) which deals with
worldwide education on knowledge on more efficient non-conventional power
management research and development - methods that are not in the classic
textbooks - but have instead been developed by enterprising inventors that work
under the radar of popular knowledge.
Our aim is to create a physical research & development centre located in
Australia that will be immune to the current political and commercial conditions
which are preventing these alternative energy technologies from unfolding
publicly.
The function of the centre will be to encourage and advance social reform, by
speeding up the implementation of these discoveries and inventions. After
extensive research for 4 years, we have uncovered alarming evidence of
suppression against available technologies which can provide clean energy and
save our planet for the future of our children.
Please refer to- http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/randdprinciples.htm
The above reference will detail the availability of technology needing grants
(some have been available since as far back as 1980!). All these technologies
have particular political and economic conditions preventing them from being
endorsed by governments and corporations due to the multi-trillion dollar oil
industry.

The aims of philanthropic foundations are to address hardship, and the non-profit
organization wishes to bring to the attention of foundations that there is immense
hardship in educating the public on these technologies - also on publicly
disseminating them.
Reference – http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/energysuppression.htm
These technologies can change history, and we need your help to do so.
Corporations will not fund energy devices they cannot put a meter on.
One of the most important plans that we have is taking replicated, verified
working, devices to the media in order to attract grants from philanthropic
foundations for the creation of the Panacea-BOCAF center for research &
development.
Please read these pages as they will validate and explain the situation in greater
detail. This project requires help and assistance now more than ever. Many
people working in the free energy/alternative/suppressed energy scene
bemoan the lack of a centre for proper, funded research & development. There
are up to 7000 engineers available to improve and advance this education and
the world energy crisis. However everyone is going about it on their own instead
of collaborating together in a publicly known site for alternative energy
advancement.
A concept we have is to get all foundations on board to annually pledge a small
amount for sustaining the centre.
We intend to replicate all of these devices in the future; we also need to achieve
larger public knowledge and support. Unless if the public knows and supports
these types of inventions and devices, the alternative energy solutions will keep
on being bought-out by better funded interests, shelved, defamed and stopped.
We references cases of Viktor Schauberger, Karl Schappeller, Nikola Tesla, Jim
Lawson, Floyd Sweet, Stanley Meyer, John Bedini, Wilhelm Reich, Eugene
Mallove, the Australian Joe Cell invention and many, many others - some of who
have passed away without their devices being mass-produced and publicly
developed, some of whose knowledge has become obfuscated by immense
resistance, and some who have been bought off, threatened, received limited
funds, suffered from laboratory sabotage and so on. The reason we, PanaceaBOCAF were created.
We are constantly filming video of working replications of current projects and
uncovering material and information in order to replicate further projects in the
future. Given the subject matter on our website, I feel it would be important for
Panacea-BOCAF to work collaboratively in order to present these types of

information to the unknowing public.
The non-profit organization also deals with a holistic approach to many other
environmental issues including sustainable development and alternative
medicines, all of which can benefit humanity. The non-profit organization has
made technology available FREE on our on line university as a public service to
reduce emissions and save energy. We have made the plans available on our
website and have also made video productions – there can be seen by putting
panacea-bocaf.org in Google Video or You Tube.
Despite our ongoing research we have uncovered and listed on our on line
university site - We have been unable to acquire grants from ANY source to
develop this technology. All of this research and development cannot and will
not survive without further recognition, grants and public awareness which we
feel the centre must create.
We urgently require assistance. From one altruist to another can you help?
Regards,
The trustees of panacea-bocaf.org

